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How can I be an active and intentional participant in the Anti-Racism movement?
How can I analyze my grantmaking systems and practices with regards to equity,
and recalibrate in order to do better?

The disproportionate impact of the dual public health and economic crises brought on
by COVID-19 on marginalized populations and especially Black communities has been
profound. As the shock of this reality set in, the world witnessed the murder of George
Floyd at the knee of a police officer that triggered recollections of the many Black people
who have died at the hands of police in our country. In response, we are seeing wide-
spread national and global protest calling for systemic change to once and for all end
the institutionalized racism that permeates our society, culture, and humanity. 

This is heavy. And important. White people, including myself, have awakened to realize
the contribution of our own biases in sustaining this oppression. We are sitting with a
certain discomfort and realizing that we need to get used to it. As a philanthropist, you
may be asking yourself:

Many resources and thought leadership exist for shifting grantmaking practices towards
equity and justice. In this guide, I briefly cover some of the relevant terms and strategies,
suggest next steps for working together to implement a deeper commitment to just
and equitable grantmaking practices, and note resources I recommend for better
learning and understanding.

E Q U A L I T Y  V S .  E Q U I T Y
“At the root of this is an inability to extend the kind of humanity that we extend to white
people in this country to people who are not white, and specifically to Black people.”    

—Ta-Nehisi Coates, in an interview with Ezra Klein, June 5, 2020

Consider the image below: “One community has many assets: a school, hospital, buildings, solid housing. The other
community has no school, no hospital, and buildings in disrepair. A pipeline delivers equal resources to both. This is equality,
and it’s not working. The second frame shows the two communities receiving resources that meet their needs. Now both
communities thrive. Equity.” 

Image and quote credit: Matt Kinshella, winner of 2016 Equity Illustrated Design Contest (Instagram @mkinshella).



  Provide multi-year, unrestricted funding

  Do the homework

  Simplify and streamline paperwork

  Be transparent and responsive

  Solicit and act on feedback

  Offer support beyond the check

Trust-based philanthropy means alleviating inherent power imbalances
between grantor and grantee through a partnership approach to grantmaking,
focusing on the values of power-sharing, equity, humility, transparency,
curiosity, and collaboration. 
 
The Trust-Based Philanthropy Project was launched by The Whitman Institute
(TWI) based on feedback from grantees expressing appreciation for how TWI
“showed up” as a partner in philanthropy. Following the advice of their grantees,
TWI collaborated with the Robert Sterling Clark Foundation and the Head-
waters Foundation to develop the principles of trust-based giving and to invite
like-minded peers to join them in this approach. 

The practice follows six principles:
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

TRUST-BASED PHILANTHROPY
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Working Together on Next Steps 

Review the principles of trust-based philanthropy in the context of your current

grantmaking practices, with consideration of what is working, and toward the rationale,

benefits, and practical applications of this practice.

Reading

“Trust-Based Philanthropy: An Approach” is a concise
and actionable two-page guide to implementing trust-
based grantmaking practices created by the Trust-
Based Philanthropy Project.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c12acc8af209676c74c9961/t/5dceecc66ab89427a158c55f/1573842121644/TBPP-two-pager-111419.pdf
https://trustbasedphilanthropy.org/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5c12acc8af209676c74c9961/t/5dceecc66ab89427a158c55f/1573842121644/TBPP-two-pager-111419.pdf


DEI (DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION)
In recent years, the terms diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) have become prominent
in the philanthropic sector.

Understanding privilege, the role of race, and how diverse perspectives and shared
leadership can nurture innovation and increase impact through philanthropy has
inspired foundations and philanthropists to commit to DEI practices in grantmaking. 
 

The D5 Coalition defines diversity, equity, and inclusion as follows:
 
Diversity
The word “diversity” can mean different things to different people. D5 defines it broadly
to encompass the demographic mix of a specific collection of people, taking into
account elements of human difference, but focusing particularly on: Racial and ethnic
groups; LGBT populations; people with disabilities; and women.

The D5 Coalition uses this broad definition of diversity for three reasons. First, this is
what diversity looks like in the 21st century. Second, this definition encompasses
populations that have historically been (and remain) under-represented in grantmaking
and among practitioners in the field and marginalized in the broader society. Third, to
be a national leader, organized philanthropy must get in front of diversity, equity, and
inclusion issues and do so more comprehensively. 

Equity
Improving equity is to promote justice, impartiality, and fairness within the procedures,
processes, and distribution of resources by institutions or systems. Tackling equity
issues necessitates understanding the underlying causes of outcome disparities within
our society.

Inclusion
The degree to which diverse individuals are able to participate fully in the decision-
making processes within an organization or group. While a truly “inclusive” group is
necessarily diverse, a “diverse” group may or may not be “inclusive.”
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Incorporating DEI practices into grantmaking requires a level of self-assessment in the areas

of grantmaking, operations and governance. Together, we will dive deeper in exploring your

current foundation practices using a series of questions and self-assessment tools that I

have compiled. Through this process, we will understand what’s working well, and identify

possible steps to incorporate additional DEI practices into your work. Outside resources,

including DEI consultants, may be recommended to get it right.

Working Together on Next Steps 

http://www.d5coalition.org/


RACIAL EQUITY LENS

Racism is the foundation of Western society; we are socialized into a racial hierarchy
All of us are shaped by the forces of racism; no one is exempt
All white people benefit from the racial hierarchy, regardless of intentions
No one chose to be socialized into racism
Racism must be continually identified, analyzed, and challenged; no one's ever done
The question is not if racism is at play, but how is it at play
The racial hierarchy is invisible and taken for granted by most white people

Why call out “equity” when it is included in DEI? Many leaders and experts feel that
while diversity and inclusiveness are important components of the whole, these are not
powerful enough to drive systemic change towards a racially equitable society. What
does a racially equitable society look like? The guide "Grantmaking with a Racial Equity
Lens" (developed by GrantCraft) defines it as “a society in which the distribution of
resources, opportunities, and burdens is not determined or predictable by race.” 

Foundations of anti-racism
Robin DiAngelo, author of White Fragility, asserts that an anti-racist approach rests on
the following tenets:

Seeing color
Philanthropist Jeff Raikes and Ford Foundation President Darren Walker stated “color-
blindness is a cop-out” at a discussion on race at the Aspen Institute. Not “seeing” the
color of a person’s skin risks dangerous oversight of existing racial inequities and the
resulting disproportionate disadvantages. Similarly, it is important that we recognize
white privilege as both “unseen, unconscious advantages” and, at a systemic level, as a
"legacy and a cause of racism” ("What is White Privilege, Really?" by Cory Collins).

What a racial equity lens does for philanthropy in practice
  

1. Sharpens focus on outcomes: Gets to the root of the issue in a more informed way.

2. Uncovers patterns of inequity: Patterns often based in inaccessibility due to cultural
or socio-economic patterns that also reflect racial disparity.

3. Separates symptoms from causes: Uncovering interventions by focusing on
systems/structures rather than behavior/attitudes.

4. Reveals how race is relevant to all groups: Everyone needs to show up and
participate in the struggle for racial equity and the redistribution of privilege.

5. Can be used with other lenses: The intersection of the racial lens with lenses for
gender, sexual orientation, and/or class can provide a more complete picture.
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https://racialequity.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/grantmaking1.pdf


Policing
Education
Housing
Criminal justice
Physical and mental health

The Association for Black Foundation Executives tells us “we must be in it for the long
haul” and offers the following grantmaking strategies for improving Black lives:
 

1. Build agency: 
Invest in Black-led community-based organizations. Investments include financial
resources, social capital, technical assistance, and networking support. 
 

2. Push structural change: 
Policy and system reform to undo the inherent racism and oppression in current
systems and improve conditions in Black communities. Systems include: 

 

3. Center Black experience:
Black leaders and communities must be engaged in developing short- and long-term
philanthropic and public policy solutions to ensure that well-intentioned “helping” and
reform efforts do not exacerbate existing disparities.

4. Use endowments and other types of investments

5. Engage/support Black businesses

Through research, discussions with colleagues, and trainings, I have compiled many tools

to launch an assessment and strategy for incorporating a racial equity lens into your

grantmaking practices. I include some preliminary, basic ideas below.

Working Together on Next Steps 

RACIAL EQUITY LENS
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Open application process
Compensated advisory board bringing diverse experience to inform grantmaking
“Unusual circumstances” space on application
Questions about demographics
Own and address bias toward well-resourced organizations
Compensate grant applicants for time spent on proposals and visits
Unrestricted, flexible, multi-year funding
Opportunities for two-way feedback and commitment to responsiveness
Social capital, technical support, and networking support in addition to funding
More meetings, calls, and conversations instead of written reports
Develop a statement of commitment to equity and action

Summary of best practices in equity-based grantmaking:



RESOURCES
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White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo, PhD
Decolonizing Wealth by Edgar Villanueva
Caste by Isabel Wilkerson
My Grandmother's Hands by Resmaa Menakem 

"Shifting Philanthropy from Charity to Justice": A Stanford Social Innovation Review
article that offers great insight about how to move funding practices toward an
equity lens.

"Racial Equity and Philanthropy": An excellent report by Echoing Green and
Bridgespan on their joint research on racial inequities in philanthropic funding to
understand the role of race in the problems philanthropists are trying to solve. 

"In Philanthropy, Race Is Still a Factor in Who Gets What, Study Shows" by Paul
Sullivan: A New York Times article about the Echoing Green/Bridgespan report.

"As a Black Woman, I Can’t Ever Stop Thinking About Racism. It’s Not a Choice; It’s
My Reality" by Natachi Onwuamaegbu. A thought-provoking op-ed published in the
Seattle Times in June 2020.

"How White People Conquered the Nonprofit Industry" by Anastasia Reesa Tomkin:
A provocative and articulate piece in the Nonprofit Quarterly on the lack of Black
leadership in the nonprofit industry.

"Why Ta-Nehisi Coates Is Hopeful": In this fantastic interview, Ezra Klein of VOX
interviews author and journalist Ta-Nehisi Coates about the anti-black racism
movement.

"The Path To Ending Systemic Racism in the US": This TED Talk offers a platform for
how to make systemic, anti-racist change happen.

"Funders, Your Grant Application Process May Be Perpetuating Inequity" by Vu Le.
Nonprofit AF, the blog of writer, speaker, and social justice activist Vu Le, is read
nationwide. (Le also has a great sense of humor.) This post includes tangible
recommendations for funding practices that promote equity.

Libra Foundation: Free and equal in dignity and rights. I recommend a recent blog
post by the Executive Director: “On the Precipice.”

Meyer Memorial Trust: Working toward a flourishing and equitable Oregon. I
recommend the foundation’s Equity Statement.

Surdna Foundation: Supporting just and sustainable communities. I recommend
reading the foundation’s approach and commitment to social justice. 

Books: 

 
Articles and conversations:

Foundations doing great work in equity practices:

Additional resources are available at soundphilanthropy.com. 

https://robindiangelo.com/publications/
https://www.decolonizingwealth.com/thebook
https://www.isabelwilkerson.com/
https://www.resmaa.com/about
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/shifting_philanthropy_from_charity_to_justice
https://www.bridgespan.org/bridgespan/Images/articles/racial-equity-and-philanthropy/racial-equity-and-philanthropy.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/01/your-money/philanthropy-race.html?referringSource=articleShare
https://www.seattletimes.com/life/as-a-black-woman-i-cant-stop-thinking-about-racism-its-my-reality/?utm_source
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/how-white-people-conquered-the-nonprofit-industry/?utm_source=NPQ+Newsletters&utm_campaign=e5d25f00e2-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_01_11_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_94063a1d17-e5d25f00e2-12568329&mc_cid=e5d25f00e2&mc_eid=cb21f12cbc
https://www.vox.com/2020/6/5/21279530/ta-nehisi-coates-ezra-klein-show-george-floyd-police-brutality-trump-biden
https://www.ted.com/talks/dr_phillip_atiba_goff_rashad_robinson_dr_bernice_king_anthony_d_romero_the_path_to_ending_systemic_racism_in_the_us
https://nonprofitaf.com/2015/08/funders-your-grant-application-process-may-be-perpetuating-inequity/
https://www.thelibrafoundation.org/
https://www.thelibrafoundation.org/2020/06/on-the-precipice/
https://mmt.org/about
https://mmt.org/equity
https://surdna.org/
https://surdna.org/our-organization/surdna-social-justice/


GLOSSARY
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Bias: Social conditioning and belief
systems that we have been taught or
exposed to; incidents or experiences that
inform assumed truths.

BIPoc: Acronym for Black, indigenous, and
people of color.

Diversity: All the ways in which people
differ, encompassing the different
characteristics that make one individual
or group different from another. It is
inclusive and recognizes everyone and
every group as part of diversity that
should be valued. A broad definition
includes all identities and intersection of
identities and involves different ideas,
perspectives, and values. 
 
Equity: The condition that would be
achieved if one’s identity no longer
predicted how one fared in life. In the
pursuit of achieving equity, we pay
attention to the historical context that
underpins which groups experience
societal benefits or burdens because of
their identity. 
 
Equality: The state of being equal,
especially in status, rights, and oppor-
tunities. Equality assumes everyone starts
from the same place with equal advant-
age and dismisses the existence of
inequitable policies and practices, bias,
racism, sexism, homophobia, xenophobia,
classism, etc. 
 
Implicit bias: The attitudes or stereotypes
that unconsciously affect our under-
standing, actions, and decisions. These
biases, which encompass both favorable
and unfavorable assessments, are
activated involuntarily, without an
individual’s awareness or intention.

Inclusion: Authentically bringing
traditionally excluded individuals and/or
groups into processes, activities, and
decision/policy making in a way that
shares power. To be truly inclusive, power-
sharing happens from inception of a
process, activity, or decision/policy making
all the way through implementation and
evaluation.

Intersectionality: The concept that
identities cannot be examined in isolation
from one another; they interact and
intersect in individuals’ lives, society, and
social systems and are mutually rein-
forcing. Intersectionality can clarify the
ways in which a person can simultaneous-
ly experience privilege and oppression
and how one person can experience
multiple forms of oppression and
privilege. For example, a Black woman in
America experiences both gender in-
equality and racial oppression. A white
male experiences the privileges of being
both white and male. 
 
Racial equity: The condition that would be
achieved if one’s racial identity no longer
predicated, in a statistical sense, how one
fares. 
 
Racial justice: The proactive reinforce-
ment of policies, practices, attitudes, and
actions that produce equitable power,
access, opportunities, treatment, impacts
and outcome for all regardless of race or
ethnicity. This includes the work to
address root causes of inequities not just
their manifestation, e.g., the elimination of
policies, practices, attitudes and cultural
messages that reinforce differential
outcomes by race or fail to eliminate
them.
 
Structural racism: The normalization and
legitimization of an array of dynamics—
historical, cultural, institutional, and
interpersonal—that routinely advantage
whites while producing cumulative and
chronic adverse outcomes for people of
color.

Targeted universalism: Supporting the
needs of specific individuals or groups
while remembering that we are all part of
the same social fabric. Targeted universal-
ism rejects a blanket universal that is
likely to be indifferent to the reality that
different groups are situated differently
relative to the institutions and resources
of society. It also rejects the claim of
formal equality that would treat all people
the same as a way of denying difference.


